ABSTRACT A deluge of approaches has been proposed to implement and deploy a computationally effective and maximally permissive liveness-enforcing supervisor for sequential resource allocation systems (RASs). However, they are stalled by the computational complexity of a large state space that grows exponentially with respect to the size of an underlying RAS. The attention of this work is restricted to a special class of RASs: Disjunctive/Single-unit (D/SU)-RASs. Given an initial resource configuration of a D/SU-RAS, a complete state enumeration can be obtained through pure algebraic operations on this configuration with the pre-computed initial basis state space. When an explicit and complete enumeration of reachable states is impossible (due to the limited memory and storage space), we propose the exact number of reachable states. In this case, given a state vector, its reachability can be decided by an algebraic method. Experimental studies demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
Computing the state space for a sequential resource allocation system (RAS) is an ubiquitous problem in many contemporary information-intensive systems involving concurrent execution of various processes which compete for the acquisition of shared resources that are usually costly.
The resource allocation paradigm can be found not only in flexibly automated production, but also in various computer-integrated domains such as mobile agents [1] , transportation systems [37] , service sectors (i.e., complex routine in business sectors such as banking, telecommunications and the backend operations) through the notion of an automated workflow management system (WMS) [2] , and others [8] , [9] , [38] - [49] . To optimally operate and manage an RAS, many attempts have sought to address the supervisory control problem using Petri nets (PN) [4] - [11] , [27] , [36] or finite state automata (FSA) [12] , [25] , [28] , [35] .
The resource allocation dynamics, thanks to its state discrete and event-driven nature, can be expressed in the framework proposed by Ramadge & Wonham (R&W) [14] through an FSA in the domain of discrete event systems (DESs) [29] . In an FSA, liveness implies the absence of the dead states in a system, which is closely related to the non-blockings in the aforementioned framework. A permanent blocking which can be described by the stoppage of the involved resources is a deadlock that usually degrades the performance of the underlying system and even leads to serious results in highly automated systems. The state space representation can be formalized as an automaton, presented as a vector space, or can be any combination thereof.
It is well-recognized that the analysis and solution to many problems arising in the RAS domain resort essentially to the reachability graph or state space generation, which can be classified into three types (i) a full (complete) reachability graph, (ii) a compressed state space, for example, binary decision diagrams [16] , and (iii) a reduced state space, e.g., coverability graph [17] and a stubborn set [18] , [19] . The types of compressed and reduced state spaces have the role to make the state explosion problem computationally inexpensive to a large extent. Specifically, a large set of reachable markings can be represented with small shared data structures using the binary decision diagrams (BDDs) [16] , [20] , [21] .
Particularly, the application of a BDD-based state space representation has been extended in [5] , where a number of algorithms have been provided to compute safe and unsafe subspaces based on liveness requirements, which is significant to design a maximally permissive liveness-enforcing supervisor from the computational tractability viewpoint.
The implementation of the aforementioned policies tends to be quite stringent and the assessment of liveness is an NP-complete problem [22] - [24] . Yet, an endeavor has been made to mitigate the computational complexity of a large state space by designing a compact representation of the information that is necessary for the characterization of a maximally permissive liveness-enforcing supervisor (LES) (e.g., [12] , [13] , [25] ). In [25] , an RAS space is dichotomized into safe and unsafe subspaces, which is a computationally difficult task. In order to deal with a large state space of a given RAS, a small subset is generated by an algorithm that selects some specific states from the entire state space based on predefined constraints. This is done on the premise that a complete state enumeration is available thanks to its manageable size or extraordinary memory of a computer. At the same time, this task requires the allocation of memory for the processing of state vectors. In [5] and [12] , the behavior of a system is formalized by linear inequalities. Some works such as those in [24] and [26] have proposed various algorithms in order to characterize a parsimonious structure that allows the deployment of a maximally permissive LES. Note that all the aforementioned studies depend on a complete enumeration of states of an RAS.
As illustrated in Fig. 1 , an example of deadlocks can be encountered where a cell is composed of three workstations (R 1 , R 2 and R 3 ), a load/unload area and a single AGV (Automated Guided Vehicle) that moves materials in the cell. Each product type arriving at the cell belongs to one of the two process types (J 1 and J 2 ). It is apparent that, from the two process instances, the cell can be stuck when the raw type J 1 (resp. J 2 ) is processed by R 2 and ask for the further advancement to the next workstation R 3 (resp. R 1 ) that has been occupied by a product type. This situation is called circular wait that requires an external interference to continue its process plans.
Deadlocks are very common in concurrent systems, where their occurrences are related to a circular wait. In [51] , another type of deadlock is defined namely the second level deadlock (SLD). An SLD is not necessary a circular wait and it leads to a deadlock in some steps (firing of transitions). By characterizing its occurrence, it is shown that a maximally permissive deadlock avoidance policy (online) can be performed in a polynomial task only if an SLD does not appear. For example, if the capacity of each resource in an automated manufacturing system (AMS) is more than one or when each resource is equipped with an input and output buffer [15] , [51] , then the design of a deadlock avoidance policy of such a system is deadlock-free. Similarly, in many previous works such as [3] and [52] , a primary requirement to establish a maximally permissive policy is that the resources capacity is of nonunit.
In the literature, it is known that the state space grows exponentially large with respect to the structural size of the resource allocation topology (RAT) and its resource configuration, which are denoted by and C, respectively. As a result, an RAS is naturally defined as a two-tuple = ( , C). The computation of the state space of an RAS ( , C), denoted by S( , C), is in theory NP-hard and usually supposed to be the first step that enables the application and implementation of a supervisory control strategy at the logical level of resource allocation systems. The proposed approach in this paper addresses the deficiency of inefficiently computing the state space S( , C) of an RAS ( , C).
Motivated by the above remarks, the pivotal contributions of this paper are three-fold:
1) This work finds an initial resource configuration of a given RAS such that the occurrence of an SLD is not possible, though the capacity of the resources is increased. 2) This paper proposes a novel approach that generates a set of reachable states for a class of RAS by defining an initial basis state space that admits the superposition principle with respect to a given resource configuration, which makes possible the algebraic characterization, manipulation, and representation of the target state space. 3) In the case that a complete state enumeration is impossible, we provide the exact number of reachable states, as well as algebraic characterizations that the state space follows, which facilitates us to decide the reachability of a given state vector. Moreover, the event sequences leading to the state vector could be determined. Section II reviews a formal characterization of the RAS class. We elaborate upon the proposed method to compute the state space of Disjunctive/Single-unit-RAS in Section III. Reachability analysis is conducted in Section IV and an algebraic expression of the state space is formulated in Section V. Section VI presents the experimental results. Finally, Section VII concludes this paper.
II. PRELIMINARIES
This section reviews the basic concepts and properties of a sequential RAS and the modeling of its dynamics as a finite state automaton. The reader can refer to [30] and [31] for more details. We use N, N + , and N m to denote the sets {0, 1, 2, . . .}, {1, 2, . . .}, and {1, 2, . . . , m}, respectively.
A. SEQUENTIAL RESOURCE ALLOCATION SYSTEMS
Definition 1: A resource allocation system = , C is a two-tuple, where 1) = R, P, D is the resource allocation topology, representing the system organization structure by specifying resource requirements for each processing stage to be completed in a system. 2) R = {R 1 , . . . , R m } is the set of system resource types. 3) C : R → N + is a system resource configuration or system capacity function defined by strictly positive integers that represent the number of units (capacity) of each resource type involved in the system. We assume that the resources are available at any time and any allocation request does not affect their functions during execution, which renders them reusable and conservative. Thus, C(R i ) ≡ C i is a system invariant for each i in {1, 2, . . . , m}. 4) P = { 1 , . . . , n } denotes the set of the system process types. Each process type j is composed of two elements, i.e., j = j , ϒ j , where (a) j = { j1 , . . . , j,lj } is the set of processing stages involved in the definition of process type j , and (b) ϒ j is an acyclic digraph with its node set, Q j , related to the set j . Let Q j (resp., Q j ) denote the set of source (resp. sink) nodes of ϒ j . Thus, a process plan for process type j is defined by such a path from a node q s ∈ Q j to a node q f ∈ Q j . We denote the set of all processing stages in by ≡ ∪ n j=1 j and ξ ≡ | |.
. . , C i } is the resource allocation function. It associates every processing stage jk with the resource allocation vector D( ij ) in order to define its execution requirement. At any time, the system executes one of its processing stages which itself contains a number of instances of each process type. In order to advance from a processing stage ij to (some of) its next stage(s) i,j+1 except for process instances which executes a non-terminal stage, the resource dif-
| that are not needed anymore will be released. The protocol of the considered resource allocation requires that for such a resource type R i ∈ R, ∀i = 1, 2, . . . , m, it should not be over-allocated with respect to its capacity C i at any execution time instant, i.e., D( l )[i] ≤ C i , ∀l = 1, 2, . . . , ξ . Finally, for the sake of simplicity, let | | denote the size of the underlying RAS , where
B. DYNAMICS OF THE D/SU-RAS AS AN FSA
In this subsection, we formalize the dynamics of the aforementioned D/SU-RAS = R, C, P, D by a deterministic finite state automaton (DFSA)
S, E, f , , s 0 , S M , where:
(i) S is the state set consisting of ξ -dimensional vectors s. The components of s are s [l] , l = 1, . . . , ξ , which correspond to the RAS processing stages. They indicate the number of process instances executing the corresponding stage in the considered RAS state. Thus, all the vectors s ∈ N ξ create the set S and they satisfy the following equation:
where
is the allocation request to the resource R i posed by a stage l .
(ii) The event set E denotes the union of the disjoint event sets E ,Ē and E that are defined as follows: 
It should be noted that f (s, e rp ) is a partial function provided that the state s ∈ S is defined.
(iv) : S → 2 E is the set of events e ∈ E for which f (s, e) is defined. It denotes the feasible event function for each state s ∈ S.
(v) s 0 = 0 is the initial state in which all the components of its state vector are equal to zero. The initial state presents the situation of the system in which no process instances are initialized.
(vi) S M denotes the set of marked states which is the singleton {s 0 }, and it characterizes the complete process runs.
We denote byf the natural extension of the state transition function f to S × E * . Then, for any s ∈ S, σ ∈ E * , e ∈ E, and an empty event string we havê
III. THE PROPOSED METHOD
In this section, a method involving the computation of a large state space, given a D/SU-RAS , is elaborated upon. For a D/SU-RAS , the computation of its state space essentially requires: (i) Imposing a very small enough capacity to each resource type R i ∈ R to construct a new RAS, denoted by VOLUME 6, 2018
, which has the same resource allocation topology with except for its predefined configuration C; (ii) Computing the state space S( (0) ) and (iii) Constructing the target state space S( ) ≡ S( , C) by extending the state space S( (0) ) iteratively until obtaining the target state space under resource configuration C. Each iteration step creates a subspace of S and it consists of two sub-steps: (a) From a configuration C (i) , we impose a configuration C (i+1) in which the capacity of a given resource is increased by one unit; and (b) the state space is computed via an algebraic operation which outputs a larger state space.
A. INITIAL RESOURCE CONFIGURATION C 0
As mentioned in the introductory section, there exist some critical situations that are not deadlocks, even if they eventually evolve to circular waits in the immediate future. In this section, we exhibit a method that finds an initial basis configuration for a given D/SU RAS such that the occurrence of an SLD is not possible. Note that a preliminary version of these results has appeared in [51] .
To characterize an SLD, for any state s ∈ S, the following symbols are used in this paper as follows.
• A(s) = {s[l]|s[l] = 0} is the set of activated processing stages in s.
• B(s) ⊆ A(s) is a subset of activated processing stages in s.
• Given a set of processing stages , we use g( ) and g next ( ) to denote, respectively, the set of resources which are requested by the processing stages in , and the set of required resources to execute the upcoming processing stages.
• R H (s) = {R ∈ R|R is allocated in s} is the set of allocated resources at s. Example 2: Consider the RAS as shown in Fig. 1 which has two process types {J 1 , J 2 } visiting all the workstations {R 1 , R 2 , R 3 } respectively in increasing and decreasing orders. Let the system be in state s = [1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0] at which processing stages s[1] ≡ 11 and s [4] ≡ 21 are processed by acquiring one unit from R 1 and R 3 , respectively. Furthermore, the advancement from 11 to 12 acquires one unit from R 2 . Analogously, the advancement from 21 to 21 acquires one unit from R 2 . Thus, we have A(s) = { 11 , 21 }, and
Next, we give a necessary and sufficient condition for deadlock in a given RAS.
Definition 3: Let s ∈ S. Let A D (s) and R D (s) be two nonempty sets of processing stages and resources, respectively, where
By Definition 3, each processing stage in A D (s) remains blocked forever because it is waiting for a ''busy'' resource which is held by another processing stage in A D (s).
Example 4: Let the RAS in Example 2 be in state
The main goal is to minimize the resource configuration such that the occurrence of an SLD is not possible. For this, we need to find a necessary condition for the nonexistence of an SLD via setting an adequate resource configuration. To begin with, we formally characterize the conditions for an SLD occurrence.
Definition 5: Let s be a reachable state and not a deadlock. Suppose that there exists a nonempty subset of processing stages B(s) ⊆ A(s) and a subset of resources R S ⊂ R such that the resources that are hold by the processing stages in B(s) are a subset of R S , and the required resources to execute the next processing stages upon completing those in B(s) are a subset of R S . In addition, if all the resources belonging to R S \R H (s) are idle, and for each processing stage in A(s) such that each requested resource R j ∈ R S \R H (s), the event releasing R j leads to a deadlock involving processing stages of A only, then s is said to be an SLD.
Example 6: Let the RAS in Example 2 be in state s = [1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0]. In the light of Definition 5, s is an SLD with B(s) = { 11 , 21 } ⊆ A(s), the allocated resources from the processing stages in B(s) are {R 1 , R 3 } ⊂ R S , the next resources to be requested from the elements of B(s)
We assume that the resources are reusable and holding at least one unit capacity. Clearly, if the system is in an SLD state s, then the next processing stage will process a ''critical'' resource that is involved in the appearance of deadlock. Subsequently, if the requested resource has more units, then the system may not reach some deadlock states caused by the lack of units. Based on the above assumptions, an intuitively sufficient condition under which the nonexistence of an SLD can be derived, which helps us formulate the following linear programming problem (LPP) to compute the initial resource configuration C 0 from a given SLD state s ∈ S.
Theorem 7: Let s ∈ S be an SLD and s d be a reachable deadlock from s. By using LPP (3), a resource configuration is computed such that the occurrence of an SLD is not possible.
Proof: Let s ∈ S be an SLD and s d be a reachable deadlock from s. Then, the processing stages at s d are holding indefinitely the resources in R D (s) (c.f. Definition 3). Thus, we have Furthermore, an SLD can be prevented by increasing a unit of the resources R i ∈ g next (A(s)) (because a single-unit is requested). Hence, combined with the previous result, the constraint
will definitely prevent the occurrence of an SLD.
Example 8: An RAS and its configuration are shown in Table 1 . The resource configurations is given as follows C 1 = 6, C 2 = 9 and C 3 = 10. We aim to find the initial resource configuration C 0 such that no SLD can occur. By setting one unit capacity in all the resources, there exists an SLD s = [1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0], which leads to a deadlock state
By solving the above LPP, an initial resource configuration of R 2 is C 2 = 2, and the initial resource configuration is C 1 = 1, C 2 = 2, and C 3 = 1 as shown in Table 1 .
B. GENERATION OF THE STATE SPACE
Definition 9: Let = , C be a D/SU-RAS with = R, P, D , where P = { 1 , . . . , n } denote the set of system process types. We denote by R α ∈ R (α ∈ N m ) the resource whose capacity is increased by one. Let (R α ) =
denote the set of process types in which the execution of some processing stages involves the resource R α . The RAS (1) = (1) , C (1) with (1) = (R (1) , P (1) , D (1) ) is called a reconfigured RAS of if ∀i = 1, . . . , m we have:
We show next that the resource allocation vector D (1) ( ij ) is also a ξ -dimensional vector. In the rest of this paper, the term reconfiguration denotes the fact of extending an RAS from (i) to (i+1) , i = 0, 1, 2, . . ..
Property 10: Let (0) = (0) , C 0 be a D/SU-RAS and C (1) , C (2) , . . . , C (h) denote the iterative resource reconfigurations applied to (0) , leading to h newly reconfigured RASs (1) , (2) , . . ., (h) . In sets S( (1) ), S( (2) ), . . ., S( (h) ) generated by the initial state spaces S( (0) , C 0 ), we have, ∀i ∈ N h , ∀s ∈ S( (i) ), s ∈ N |ξ | .
Proof:
By Definition 1,
. . , C i } and ξ ≡ | |. By increasing the capacity of R α ∈ R, performing a reconfiguration does not require a new process instance since the RAS (1) defines the same process types of (0) and by Definition 2, (0) and (i) have the same resource set, where i = 1, 2, . . . , h. Hence, we have
, C 0 be a D/SU-RAS and (1) = (1) , C (1) be a reconfigured version. The state space of (0) forms a proper subset of S( (1) ), viz., S( (0) ) ⊂ S( (1) ).
Proof: To establish the result, it is sufficient to show that the elements in S( (0) ) are also reachable in S( (1) ) .
For this, we argue first by Property 3.1 that the state set S( (1) ) also consists of ξ -dimensional vectors s . The RASs (0) and (1) have the same processing routes and stages except for the capacity of the resources. Therefore, both RASs have the same process sequential logic. Let σ ∈ E * be a feasible event sequence in (0) with s =f (s 0 , σ ). It is inferred that σ is also feasible in (1) by not allocating the reconfigured resource unit in R α to any process instance, i.e., ∀s ∈ S( (0) ), s ∈ S( (1) ).
On the other hand, the full allocation of reconfigured resource units in R α can lead to new states in S( (1) ) that do not belong to S( (0) ).
Analogously, the elements of S( (i) ) can be extracted from S( (i+1) ) by deallocating the additionally reconfigured capacity in the resource R α .
Theorem 12: Let = , C be a D/SU-RAS and (1) = (1) , C (1) be a reconfigured RAS by appending one unit capacity to a resource type R α ∈ R(α ∈ N m ). Suppose that S( ) = {s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s k }. We define a vector s (1) by
Then any vector s (1) obtained by Eq. (7) is a state vector in S( (1) ), i.e., s (1) ∈ S( (1) ). Proof: We need to show that any state vector computed by Eq. (4) conforms to the sequential logic that defines the process routes and furthermore, no resource type R (1) i ∈ R (1) is overly allocated with respect to its capacity C (1) i . In contrast with S( ), the new states in S( (1) ) stem from the new activation of the process instances represented by processing stage ( l ) that needs resource R α when a new unit is added to the resource type R α ∈ R. By Proposition 3.2, the state space S( ) is a proper subset of S( (1) ). Therefore, the elements in S( (1) ) conform to the resource allocation constraint defined in Eq. (1).
The state space of S( (1) ) can be classified into two categories based on the allocation requests to the resource R α posed at any stage l , l ∈ N ξ . According to the resource allocation topology of an RAS, the process instances which request the resource R i =α are exactly those of the process routes that does not acquire R (1) i=α . Similarly, the process VOLUME 6, 2018 instances which compete the resource R i=α are those of the process routes that request R (1) α during their execution cycles. Now, based on this discrimination of process routes with respect to the resource type R α , two cases are identified and defined: 1) Case I (R i ∈ R, R i = R α ): The capacities of the resource types R i 's remain invariant since the reconfiguration modifies the capacity of R α only. The resource allocation requests posed by the process instances represented by l with D( l )[α] = 0 are the same with . Since each state s (1) ∈ S( (1) ) defines the advancement of these process instances which does not require an additional unit of R α , the process instances executing the corresponding stage of this type requires the same allocation of the resources defined by the sequential logic of . Hence, we can infer the following condition:
2) Case II (R i ∈ R, R i = R α ): Considering that the process instances request the resource type R α , we claim the following constraint with respect to the states in S( (1) ):
Similarly, any state s in the initial state space S( , C) satisfies
By Definition 2, we have C
(1) α = C α +1. Now, we need to prove that if Eq. (4) is applied to any state vector s ∈ S( ), the constraint represented by Eq. (6) is satisfied. To ease this problem, we extract two categories of states in S( ). The first category contains the states satisfying
The sets of two kinds of states are denoted as G 1 and G 2 , respectively. We hence have S( ) = G 1 ∪ G 2 with G 1 ∩ G 2 = ∅. Suppose that Eq. (4) is applied to the state vectors in G 1 . The processing stage allocates an additional unit to the process instances requesting R α . By the definition of state vectors in G 1 , it can be seen that the number of units allocated from the resource R α is strictly less than the capacity of R α . Consequently, when we allocate an additional unit to the process instances which request R α , we find that at most C α units are allocated. In addition, the components of the state vector s respect the allocation requirements defined in Eq. (6) because of C α < C (1) α . Thus, for any state s in the initial state space, the following equation
is, similar to Eq. (7), satisfied. By combining Eq. (8) with Proposition 3.2, we can conclude that the computed state vectors from G 1 by Eq. (4) can be found in the initial state space S( , C). For the second category, the new unit added to the resource R α is allocated to the process instances that request it. Moreover, the number of units allocated to the process instances that request R α is C α + 1 units. This operation is equivalent to the advancement from a processing stage to the next stage, both of which need resource R α . This is not possible during the resource configuration C (0) α since at least C α + 1 units are allocated, which is exactly equal to C (1) α . In other words, the components of s (1) allocate the additional unit. Thus, we have:
The obtained results lead to the truth of this theorem. A state s ∈ S( , C) can derive multiple states in S( (1) , C (1) ). Let S (1) (s) denote the set of derived states in S( (1) , C (1) ) from a state s ∈ S( , C) by Theorem 12. The fact that a state s (1) is derived from a state s ∈ S( , C) is denoted by s (1) | s. Then we have S (1) (s) = {s (1) 
By Theorem 3.3, one can obtain the following equation:
Corollary 13: Let = , C be a D/SU-RAS and
, C (1) be a reconfigured RAS by appending one unit capacity to a resource type R α ∈ R(α ∈ N m ). Let S( ) = {s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s k } and S( (1) ) be the state spaces of and its reconfigured RAS (1) , respectively. Suppose that s (1) is a computed vector by Theorem 3.3. Then,
) (11) Proof: To authenticate the result, it is equivalent to show that all the combinations of vectors generated by Theorem 3.3 represent S( (1) ). We have proved in Theorem 3.3 that any state vector generated by Eq. (4) is an element of the (output) state space S( (1) ), i.e., ∪ s i ∈S( ) S (1) (s i ) ⊂ S( (1) ). In order to accomplish our proof, we need to show that the generated states cover the output space S( (1) ).
By Eq. (8), we have S( ) ⊆ S( (1) ) and by Eq. (9), we can find different combinations of possible vectors that satisfy the constraint in S( (1) ). Thus, we conclude that the set of vectors that are generated from S( ) using Theorem 3.3 creates the exact state space of S( (1) ).
C. EFFICIENT ALGORITHMS OF A LARGE STATE SPACE
Algorithm 1 shows the pseudocode that is essential to generate the new state space after performing a resource reconfiguration, i.e., increasing the capacity of a given resource by one unit. This algorithm is the implementation of Theorem 12.
The while procedure in Algorithm 1 traverses the states in the initial state space S( (0) ) and for every state s i ∈ S( (0) ), a set of new states {s (1) ). In Line 12, the list Q is filled again by the states of S( (0) ) and repeat the while procedure for every process type ∈ (R α ). (1) , C (1) ) from an Initial State Space S( (0) ) input : Initial state space S( (0) ) output: S( (1) ) generated from S( (0) ) by increasing the capacity of a resource by one.
Algorithm 1 Computing the State Space S(
Algorithm 2 can fully generate the state space when multiple resources are reconfigured. It takes as input a state space S( (0) ) and identifies the set of resources whose capacities are different from the reconfigured RAS. The set of these resources is denoted by R + . By Algorithm 1, we iteratively increase the capacity of each resource R ∈ R + and generate its related state space. Note that a previously computed state space is used for the next iterative computation. Finally, when the capacities of the resources reach the specified configuration of (1) , the algorithm returns the target state space S( (1) ).
The complexity of this algorithm is O(|S( (1) which are related to the configured resources in the input and the output state spaces. (1) input : State space S( (0) ) output: State space S( (1) ) with (1) =
Algorithm 2 Computation of the State Space
Example 14: Let be the RAS presented in Table 1 and let S( (0) ) and S( ) be the state spaces obtained by the initial and target resource configurations, respectively. R 1 requires five units in this example where the first reconfiguration takes the system to the RAS (1) in which the configuration of resource R 1 becomes two units. The corresponding state space S( (1) ) is computed by applying Algorithm 2. The second step is repeated until the target resource configurations are obtained. Fig. 2 illustrates the computation of S( ). The algorithm returns S( (22) ) which corresponds to the target state space S( ).
IV. REACHABILITY ANALYSIS
In this section we provide an approach to decide the reachability of a given state s. If s ∈ S( ), then we compute the event sequences which lead to it from the initial state s 0 . VOLUME 6, 2018
A. REACHABILITY ANALYSIS
This section expands on a method that is efficient to decide whether a given state s is reachable from the initial state
In the foregoing sections we show that there is a strong relationship between the output state space (under reconfiguration) S( , C) and S( (0) ) obtained by an initial resource configuration C 0 , where the reconfiguration typically represents an incremental of the number of the resources units.
Proposition 15: Let (0) = (0) , C 0 be a D/SU-RAS and (1) = (1) , C (1) be its reconfigured version by increasing the capacities of its resources. Given a ξ -dimensional vector s, it is reachable in S( (1) ) if and only if (iff) there exists at least a vector s c ∈ S( (0) ) such that s ∈ S (1) (s c ).
Proof: (⇒) Since there is a ξ -dimensional vector s c ∈ S( (0) ) such that s | s c , by Theorem 3.3, s is reachable in S( (1) ).
(⇐) Let s c ∈ S( (0) ) be a state. By Theorem 3.3, there is a set of states derived from s c in the reconfigured RAS (1) , which is denoted by S (1) (s c ) = {s ∈ S( (1) )|s | s c }. If s is reachable in (1) , then there exists a state s c ∈ S( (0) ) such that s ∈ S (1) (s c ) = {s ∈ S( (1) )|s | s c }.
Now, we formulate an algorithm to address the problem whether a vector s is reachable or not. In Line 1 of Algorithm 3, we compute an initial state space S( (0) ). In the second line, we identify the resources that have different capacities in (0) and (1) . From Lines 6 to 16, we compute new vectors from the given ξ -dimensional vector s by reducing the values of the process instances that request the resource R α and these process instances are related to some routes i ∈ (R α ). This can be seen as that Theorem 3.3 is applied in a reverse way since these process instances are increased steadily. Finally, from Lines 18 to 23, we compare the computed vector s with the elements in the initial state space. If s equals any of these vectors, then s is reachable in S( (1) ).
B. EVENT SEQUENCES LEADING TO A REACHABLE STATE
In this section, we show a method to find an event sequence σ that leads to a reachable state s in S( (1) ) from the initial state s 0 , i.e., s =f (s 0 , σ ).
Corollary 16: Let = , C be a D/SU-RAS and (1) = (1) , C (1) be a reconfigured version. Let s ∈ S( (1) ) and a processing stage p ∈ ∪ n j=1 Q j , where Q j denotes the set of source nodes of ϒ j and p requests the reconfigured resource R α (α ∈ N m ). A vector s is defined as follows: In addition, by Theorem 3.3, the reconfiguration is related to the satisfaction of Eq. (1). Since the system is single-unit, only one unit can be allocated at the element s [p] , which is equivalent to a transition function from s to s by an event e rp ∈ E , i.e.,f (s , e rp ) = s.
Corollary 17: Let = , C be a D/SU-RAS and (1) = (1) , C (1) be a reconfigured version. Let s ∈ S( (1) ) and p be a successor of r in graph ϒ j (j ∈ N n ). Suppose that R α (α ∈ N m ) is the reconfigured resource from which r requests a unit to advance to the next stage p . A vector s is defined as follows:
If s satisfies Eq. (1), then ∃e ∈Ē,f (s , e rp ) = s. Proof: Suppose that p is a successor of r in graph (1) ). This is also true iff Eq. (1) 
V. ALGEBRAIC CHARACTERIZATION OF THE STATE SPACE
From the results in the previous sections, it becomes natural to illustrate the results by defining algebraic expressions for computing a large state space for a considered D/SU-RAS. Let I x,y (S( (i) , C (i) )) denote the initial state space which contains x state vectors and y columns where y = ξ by the definition of state vectors. Our goal is to construct the output matrix [S( (i+1) , C (i+1) )]. Since the impact of reconfiguring a resource has been characterized by an update to the state vectors in the input matrix I x,y (S( (i) , C (i) )), where an update essentially requires the identification of the processing stages that request the reconfigured resource R α . Let = {p 0 , p 1 , ..., p k } (k ∈ N ξ ) be an index set denoting their corresponding columns. Thus, an update corresponds to the allocation of a resource unit in a particular element in I x,y (S( (i) , C (i) )) as revealed in Theorem 12. For that, we create a matrix M x,y (p) for each p ∈ , called an update matrix. It is a zero matrix in all of its columns except the column p in which every element equals to 1, i.e., it can be defined as follows:
Let the output matrix [S( (i+1) , C (i+1) )] be represented as follows:
where, with = {p 0 , p 1 , ..., p k }, f (M x,y (p i )) is computed by:
VOLUME 6, 2018 Eq. (14) computes a partial state space f (M x,y (p i )) by enabling the process instances at the column p for all the state vectors of I x,y (S( (i) , C (i) ))). Finally, as shown in Eq. (13) the state space sums up all the partial state spaces to construct the complete representation of the state space that takes the system from an resource configuration C (i) to C (i+1) .
VI. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION
In this section, we show the advantages of the proposed approach compared with conventional state space generation methods. The initial basis marking is used and the notion of resource reconfiguration is implemented by following Algorithms 1 and 2. The experiments are performed by using a Laptop with an i7 Processor and 6.00 GB RAM under the Windows 64-bit operating system. First, we compare the implemented algorithm with various Petri net tool that enables the generation of the reachability graph. Then, we compare the proposed approach with other state space works.
A. COMPARISON WITH TWO PETRI NET TOOLS
The experiment study provides the comparison of different examples of D/SU-RASs for the generation of large state spaces using the algorithms defined in Section III. The foregoing algorithms are implemented in Python. Let the target resource configurations of the RAS in Table 1 be C(R 1 ) = C(R 2 ) = C(R 3 ) = 8, 000, 000. In this case, R α = {R 1 , R 2 , R 3 }. We use Algorithm 2 to compute S( ). From Table 2 , it is clear that the computed state space is very large since it is a number with 41 digits whereas the largest cardinality of states in [34] and [50] for the same RAS configuration is 3, 749, 923, 584 states.
We compare the relevant results of the considered RAS whose configuration is shown in Table 3 with INA [32] and Tina [33] . The comparison is based on the ability of computing a large number of states and the necessary execution time as shown in Table 4 . It is clear that our method is much more faster since it can compute the state space of the first configuration in 3.68 seconds whereas INA and Tina need 1206.26 and 24.17 seconds, respectively. In the second configuration, INA and Tina are not able to compute the state space because of the overflow of the memory. Moreover, the execution time of INA and Tina takes more than one day for this example (without output due to memory overflow) whereas our method can terminate its execution in 440.749 seconds. From a technical standpoint, this method is much faster and also it allows to deal with the storage of an RAS whose state space is infinite efficiently. Moreover, the adopted approach could be more strengthened by using multi-threading to compute the state space.
B. COMPLEXITY CONSIDERATION AND COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS WORKS
We compare the proposed approach with other methods which deal with state space construction for D/SU-RASs. In Table 5 , LS 3 PR and genearl nets are subclasses of S 3 PR net. 1 The work of [55] constructs the state space in a hierarchical way. The divide and conquer method is used to construct the entire state space. The main advantage of this method is that it decomposes the state spaces into small parts. Then the reachability graph is generated and combined. However, the complexity of this method is exponential. Clearly, the proposed approach is easier since it does not consider the events that takes place in the underlying net. Additionally, there is only one component related to the state space of the underlying model and its initial basis marking. The recent works of [53] and [54] sought to compute the state space without using the event transition relationship. Moreover, the work of [53] uses combinatorics to compute a set of invariant markings, whereas the main goal is to estimate the number of states. However, the estimation is hindered by the existence of spurious markings. 2 Hence, these markings should be excluded to compute the state space of an LS 3 PR net. The proposed approach is similar to that of [53] and [54] from the fact that the computation of the state space do not require the sequencing of the various resource allocation events that take place in the considered system. In contrast, it is demonstrated that the complexity of the proposed method is polynomial once the basis state space is computed, whereas the complexity of the approach in [53] is exponential, i.e., O((ξ/m) + 2 m × (ξ/m − 2) m + (ξ/m) m !).
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a novel algorithm for the enumeration of the state space for a given D/SU-RAS. It is shown that resource configuration has an immediate consequence for the appearance of a second level deadlock, yielding to find an initial resource configuration that enables an algebraic characterization for the state space computation. We aim in the future to target more general classes of RASs (e.g., S 3 PR is included in S 4 PR) and provide a corresponding computational approach that is chosen based on specific criteria related to the resource requests or the behavioral properties. This work is expected to motivate the research community to extend this idea, and thereby the maximally permissive LES will be further strengthened. Moreover, structural properties of RASs are not fully explored in the framework of finite state automata. We will in the future investigate the state space computation by taking into account some structural properties. Moreover, system faults [56] - [58] and resource reconfiguration techniques [59] - [61] will be considered in state space computation.
